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Abstract
Generative adversarial networks are a novel method for statistical inference that have achieved
much empirical success; however, the factors contributing to this success remain ill-understood.
In this work, we attempt to analyze generative adversarial learning – that is, statistical inference
as the result of a game between a generator and a discriminator – with the view of understanding
how it differs from classical statistical inference solutions such as maximum likelihood inference
and the method of moments.
Specifically, we provide a theoretical characterization of the distribution inferred by a simple
form of generative adversarial learning called restricted f -GANs – where the discriminator is
a function in a given function class, the distribution induced by the generator is restricted
to lie in a pre-specified distribution class and the objective is similar to a variational form of
the f -divergence. A consequence of our result is that for linear KL-GANs – that is, when the
discriminator is a linear function over some feature space and f corresponds to the KL-divergence
– the distribution induced by the optimal generator is neither the maximum likelihood nor the
method of moments solution, but an interesting combination of both.
1 Introduction
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [Goo+14] are a novel method for statistical inference
that have received a great deal of recent attention. Given input samples from a data distribution,
inference is carried out in the form of a two-player game between a generator and a discriminator,
which are usually neural networks with pre-specified architectures. The generator attempts to
generate samples that progressively mimic the input data; the discriminator attempts to accurately
discriminate between the input and samples produced by the generator. The game continues until
the discriminator fails to detect if an instance comes from the input or is produced by the generator,
at which point the generator is said to have learned the data distribution.
While generative adversarial networks have achieved much empirical success, the factors con-
tributing to their success remain a mystery. For example, even if we ignore finite sample and
optimization issues, it is still unknown what the GAN solution looks like, and what its relationship
is to classical statistical solutions such as maximum likelihood and method of moments. Proper-
ties of the solution are partially understood when the generator is unrestricted [NCT16; Goo+14;
∗shuangliu@ucsd.edu
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LBC17] and can produce samples from any distribution. In practice, we always have model mis-
match – the class of distributions that the generator produce samples from is restricted, and the
input data distribution usually does not lie in this class. In this case, the relationship between the
generator class, the discriminator class and the output distribution remains ill-understood.
In this paper, we consider this problem in the context of restricted f -GANs – which are f -
GANs [NCT16] where the discriminator belongs to a class of functions H. We provide a theoretical
characterization of the solutions provided in these cases under model mismatch. Our analysis relies
on the Fenchel-Moreau theorem and Ky Fan’s minimax theorem, with subroutines heavily inspired
by [Roc68; RR15; Roc18].
An important consequence of our result can be seen when we specialize it to linear KL-GANs
– f -GANs whose objective function correspond to the variational form of the KL-divergence, and
whose discriminator class is the set of all functions linear over a pre-specified feature set. In this
case, we show that the distribution induced by the optimal generator is neither the maximum
likelihood nor the method of moments solution, but an interesting combination of both.
2 Preliminaries
The basic problem of statistical inference is as follows. We are given samples from an unknown
underlying distribution Pdata. Let pPdata denote the empirical distribution of the input samples, our
goal is to find a distribution Q in a distribution class Q to approximate Pdata.
The problem is typically solved by using an objective function Dp pPdata, Qq that measures how
well Q fits the data, and then finding a Q˚ as follows:
Q˚ “ argmin
QPQ
D
´ pPdata, Q¯ . (1)
Here, large D means that Q fits the data poorly, and different choices of D lead to different
inference solutions.
2.1 Background: Maximum Likelihood and Method of Moments
Most classical statistical literature has looked at two major categories of inference methods –
maximum likelihood estimation and the method of moments.
Maximum Likelihood Estimation. In maximum likelihood estimation (MLE), the goal is to
select the distribution in Q that maximizes the likelihood of generating the data pPdata. For ease of
discussion, let us assume that there is a base measure on the instance space, and pPdatapxq and Qpxq
are density functions of pPdata and Q respectively at x with respect to this base measure. The goal
of maximum likelihood estimation is to find:
Q˚ “ argmax
QPQ
ź
xP pPdata
Qpxq.
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Since pPdata is fixed, this is equivalent to finding the minimizer of:
1
| pPdata|
¨˝
log
ź
xP pPdata
pPdatapxq ´ log ź
xP pPdata
Qpxq‚˛“ 1
| pPdata|
ÿ
xP pPdata
log
pPdatapxq
Qpxq
“ KLp pPdata, Qq.
Thus the objective function D in (1) for MLE is the KL-divergence.
Method of Moments. An alternative method for statistical inference, which dates back to
Chebyshev, and has recently seen renewed interest, is the method of moments. In the generalized
method of moments (GMM) [Han82], in addition to the data pPdata and the distribution class Q, we
are given a set of relevant feature functions ϕ “ pϕ1, ϕ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕnq over the instance space. The goal
is to find the minimizer:
Q˚ “ argmin
QPQ
∥∥
∥E pPdatarϕs ´ EQrϕs
∥∥
∥
2
.
Thus, for GMM, the objective function Dp pPdata, Qq in (1) is ∥∥∥E pPdatarϕs ´ EQrϕs∥∥∥2.
Our goal is to understand how the solutions provided by GANs relate to these two standard
ways of doing inference.
2.2 f-Divergences and f-GANs
For the rest of the paper, we assume that we have an underlying probability space pΩ,Σq; all
distributions we consider below are measures over this space.
Definition 1 (f -divergence, [AS66; Csi67]). Suppose f : p´8,8q Ñ p´8,8s is a lower semi-
continuous convex function such that fp1q “ 0, f is finite in some neighbourhood of 1, and fpxq “ 8
for any x ă 0. Let P and Q be probability measures over pΩ,Σq where P is absolutely continuous
with respect to Q. Then, the f -Divergence of P from Q is defined as:
Df pP ||Qq
△
“
ż
Ω
f
ˆ
dP
dQ
˙
dQ. (2)
Let f˚ : R Ñ r´8,8s be the convex conjugate function of f , given by: f˚psq “ supxPR x
⊺s ´
fpxq; it is well-known that the f -divergences also have a variational formulation [Kez03; NWJ10]
under certain conditions:
Df pP ||Qq “ sup
h
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs, (3)
where the supremum is taken over, informally speaking, all possible functions. More details will be
discussed in Section 3.4.
Inspired by this variational formulation, [NCT16] introduces a family of GANs, called f-GANs,
that use an f -divergnece Df as the objective function D in (1). Inference is then formulated as
solving the following minimax problem:
Q˚ “ argmin
QPQ
Df
´ pPdata||Q¯ « argmin
QPQ
sup
hPH
E
x„ pPdatarhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf˚phpxqqs, (4)
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where H is a sufficiently large function class.
The standard GAN [Goo+14] is a special case of (4), where fpxq “ x log x´ px` 1q logpx` 1q,
which corresponds to the Jensen-Shannon Divergence.
2.3 Restricted f-divergences and Restricted f-GANs
To reduce the sample requirement [Aro+17], one might want to restrict the discriminator class H
in (4) to be a relatively small function class. To this end, we define the restricted f -divergence1
Df,HpP ||Qq
△
“ sup
hPH
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs. (5)
In practice, the discriminator class is often implemented by a neural network [NCT16], therefore
f-GANs are in fact restricted f-GANs that solve the following minimax problem
Q˚ “ argmin
QPQ
Df,H
´ pPdata||Q¯ “ argmin
QPQ
sup
hPH
E
x„ pPdatarhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf˚phpxqqs. (6)
A special case of (5) is linear f-divergence, introduced in [LBC17]. Specifically, given a vector
of feature functions ϕ “ pϕ1, ϕ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕnq over the data domain, let A be a convex set of R
n, define
Df,ϕ,ApP ||Qq
△
“ sup
aPA,bPR
Ex„P ra
⊺ϕpxq ` bs ´ Ex„Q rf
˚ pa⊺ϕpxq ` bqs .
f -GANs that solve argminQPQDf,ϕ,Ap pPdata||Qq are called linear f-GANs.
3 Main Result
We begin with stating our main result in its most general form.
3.1 Additional Notations
We start out by introducing some notation. Recall that we have an underlying probability space
pΩ,Σq. Let BpΩ,Σq be the set of all real-valued bounded and measurable functions on pΩ,Σq
equipped with the topology induced by the uniform norm.
We use bapΩ,Σq to denote the set of all bounded and finitely additive signed measures over
pΩ,Σq, PpΩ,Σq to denote the set of all finitely additive probability measures over pΩ,Σq, and
PcpΩ,Σq to denote the set of all countably additive probability measures over pΩ,Σq. Note that
PcpΩ,Σq Ď PpΩ,Σq Ď bapΩ,Σq.
For any µ and ν P bapΩ,Σq, we write µ ! ν to denote that µ is absolutely continuous w.r.t.
ν; that is, for any E P Σ, νpEq “ 0 ùñ µpEq “ 0. Furthermore, if both µ and ν are countably
additive, we use dµ
dν
to denote the Radon-Nikodym derivative.
We extend definition (2) such that now P can be a finitely additive probability measure that is
not necessarily absolutely continuous w.r.t. Q. Formally, for any P P PpΩ,Σq and Q P PcpΩ,Σq,
1Note that [Rud+12] also uses the term “restricted f -divergence”, but for a very different purpose.
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define
D¯f pP ||Qq
△
“
$&%Df pP ||Qq, if P,Q P PcpΩ,Σq and P ! Q,sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs, otherwise (7)
paq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs, (8)
where the equality (a) is justified by Theorem 8 in Section 3.4, which is a rigorous version of (3).
3.2 General Result
We begin with a slight generalization of the definition of restricted f -divergences Df,H in (5). Let
the functional λ : BpΩ,Σq Ñ r´8,8s be a regularizer, we can define
Df,λpP ||Qq
△
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs ´ λphq. (9)
To see why (9) is a more general definition than (5), let H Ď BpΩ,Σq and define λH to be
λHphq
△
“
#
0, if h P H,
8, otherwise,
then we have Df,λH “ Df,H .
An important property of the functional λ is shift-invariance.
Definition 2 (shift invariant). λ is said to be shift invariant if for any h P BpΩ,Σq and b P R,
λphq “ λph` bq.
We are also interested in the convex conjugate of λ, denoted by λ˚. According to Theorem 9 in
the appendix, the functional λ˚, although defined on BpΩ,Σq˚ by definition, can be equivalently
defined on bapΩ,Σq such that
λ˚pµq “ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
ż
Ω
hdµ ´ λphq.
We are now ready for our main result.
Theorem 3. If λ is convex and shift invariant, P P PpΩ,Σq, and Q P PcpΩ,Σq, then
Df,λpP ||Qq “ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
λ˚pP ´ P 1q ` D¯f pP
1||Qq
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
P 1!Q
λ˚pP ´ P 1q ` D¯f pP
1||Qq
We remark here that when Q has finite support and λ takes value 8 outside a RKHS space,
Theorem 3 basically reduces to Theorem 2 in [Rud+12]; and in this special case the proof can be
greatly simplified.
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Returning to the special case of Df,H , recall that in this case
λphq “
#
0, if h P H,
8, otherwise,
and note that
λ˚pP ´ P 1q “ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP´P 1rhs ´ λphq
“ sup
hPH
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs,
we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4. If H is a convex subset of BpΩ,Σq and for any h P H, b P R, we have h ` b P H,
then for any P P PpΩ,Σq and Q P PcpΩ,Σq,
Df,HpP ||Qq “ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
D¯f pP
1||Qq ` sup
hPH
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
P 1!Q
D¯f pP
1||Qq ` sup
hPH
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs
We would like to point out that if we take H to be BpΩ,Σq in Corollary 4, then
sup
hPH
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs “
#
0, if P 1 “ P ,
8, otherwise,
and we recover Theorem 8.
3.3 Implication for Linear f-GANs
Finally, because of its importance, it is worth emphasizing the special case of linear f -GANs. Recall
that linear f-GANs minimize the objective minQPQDf,ϕ,Ap pPdata||Qq where ϕ “ pϕ1, ϕ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ϕnq and
A is a convex subset of Rn. In this case, take H in Corollary 4 to be ta⊺ϕ : a P Au, then
sup
hPH
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs “ sup
aPA
a⊺ pEP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕsq . (10)
In particular, if A “ tx P Rn : ‖x‖2 ď Ru, then in (10) using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we have
sup
aPA
a⊺ pEP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕsq “ R ¨ ‖EP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕs‖2.
Remark 5. We would like to point out that more generally, for any p, q P r1,8s such that 1{p `
1{q “ 1, if A “
!
x P Rn : ‖x‖p ď R
)
, using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we have
sup
aPA
a⊺ pEP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕsq “ R ¨ ‖EP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕs‖q.
But to keep the discussion concise, we state the results with p “ 2.
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Table 1: Linear KL-GAN combines MLE and GMM
MLE GMM Linear KL-GAN
Dp pPdata, Qq KLp pPdata, Qq ∥∥∥E pPdatarϕs ´ EQrϕs∥∥∥2 infP 1PPpΩ,Σq
P 1!Q
R ¨
∥
∥∥E pPdatarϕs ´ EP 1rϕs
∥
∥∥
2
` ĎKLpP 1||Qq
As a consequence, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 6. If A “ tx P Rn : ‖x‖2 ď Ru where R is a positive real number, then for any P P
PpΩ,Σq and Q P PcpΩ,Σq,
Df,ϕ,ApP ||Qq “ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
R ¨ ‖EP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕs‖2 ` D¯f pP
1||Qq
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
P 1!Q
R ¨ ‖EP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕs‖2 ` D¯f pP
1||Qq.
Observe that when fpxq “ x lnpxq and P 1 ! Q, D¯f pP
1||Qq is the extended KL-divergence, which
we denote as ĎKLpP 1||Qq. Specifically,
ĎKLpP 1||Qq △“
$&%KLpP
1||Qq, if P P PcpΩ,Σq,
sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Q rexpphpxq ´ 1qs , otherwise.
Therefore, we have that when fpxq “ x lnpxq and A “ tx P Rn : ‖x‖2 ď Ru,
Df,ϕ,ApP ||Qq “ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
P 1!Q
R ¨ ‖EP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕs‖2 `
ĎKLpP 1||Qq.
Contrasting with maximum likelihood and method of moments estimators, the linear KL-GANs
are an interesting combination of both when there is model mismatch. Table 1 provides a summary
of the differences.
It is also possible to consider the case where R “ 8, which means A “ Rn. In this case
sup
aPA
a⊺ pEP rϕs ´ EP 1rϕsq “
#
0, if EP 1rϕs “ EP rϕs,
8, otherwise.
This will result in the following corollary.
Corollary 7. If A “ Rn, then for any P P PpΩ,Σq and Q P PcpΩ,Σq,
Df,ϕ,ApP ||Qq “ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rϕs“EP rϕs
D¯f pP
1||Qq
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rϕs“EP rϕs
P 1!Q
D¯f pP
1||Qq.
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3.4 Variational Representation of f-divergences
In this section, we will explain why equality (a) in (8) holds. The following theorem, which is
complementary to Theorem 2.1 in [Kez03] and Lemma 1 in [NWJ10]2, gives a rigorous variational
representation of the f -divergence.
Theorem 8. For any probability measures P and Q over pΩ,Σq such that P is absolutely continuous
with respect to Q,
Df pP ||Qq “ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs. (11)
4 Related Work
As a novel method for statistical inference, generative adversarial networks [Goo+14] have sparked
a great deal of follow-up work on both theoretical and empirical sides.
The work most relevant to us are [Goo+14; NCT16] and [LBC17]. [Goo+14] shows that when
both generators and discriminators are unrestricted, the optimal GAN solution converges to the
input data distribution. [NCT16] introduces f -GANs – given samples pPdata from an unknown data
distribution Pdata, the objective is to find a distribution Q that minimizes Df
´ pPdata, Q¯, where
Df is an f -divergence. They show that minimizing this objective is equivalent to a GAN where
the discriminators are unrestricted, and the objective corresponds to the variational form of the
relevant f -divergence.
[LBC17] considers approximation properties of GANs when the discriminators are restricted,
but the input distribution lies in the interior of the class of distributions that can be produced by
the generators – in short, there is no model mismatch. They show that in this case, the solution
produced by linear f -GANs – that is, f -GANs whose discriminators are linear over a pre-specified
feature space φ – have the property that: E
x„ pPdatarφpxqs “ Ex„Qrφpxqs. In other words, the optimal
solution agrees with the generalized method of moments solution. Our work can be thought of as
an extension of this work to the model mismatch case. [Noc+17] provides an information-geometric
characterization of f -GANs when the input and the generator belongs to a class of distributions
called the deformed exponential family.
On the theoretical side, [Aro+17; Sin+18; Lia17; BMR18; Fei+17] consider finite sample issues
in GANs under different objective functions in various parametric and non-parametric settings, and
provide bounds on their sample requirement. [Bia+18] provides asymptotic convergence bounds
on GAN solutions when both generators and discriminators are unrestricted. [Bot+18] provide an
analysis of the geometry of different GAN objective functions, with a view towards explaining their
relative performance.
Finally, there has also been much recent work on the theoretical analysis of the optimization
challenges that arise in the inference process of GANs; some examples include [Heu+17; NK17;
Li+17; MNG17; Bar18].
2We would like to note two things here. First, the “only if” part of Lemma 1 in [NWJ10] is unproved, and does
not hold, therefore our result does not contradict theirs. Second, while both [Kez03] and [NWJ10] mention that the
supremum can be attained at Bf
´
dP
dQ
¯
, this sub-differential may not exist (especially when f can take value 8), and
even if is well-defined everywhere needed, it is possible that the sub-differential is not bounded, hence not in BpΩ,Σq;
therefore, their results do not imply ours.
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5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we provide a theoretical characterization of the distribution induced by the optimal
generator in generative adversarial learning. Unlike prior work [Goo+14; LBC17], our result applies
when both the generator and the discriminator are restricted. When applied to linear f -GANs,
our characterization shows that the optimal linear KL-GAN solution offers an interesting mix of
maximum likelihood and the method of moments.
Our work assumes that a sufficient number of samples is always available and that the optimal
solution is always attainable. We believe removing these assumptions is an important avenue for
future work.
Acknowledgments. We thank NSF under IIS 1617157 and ONR under N00014-16-1-261 for
research support.
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A Preliminaries for the Proofs
For any E P Σ, denote by 1E : Ω Ñ R the indicator function that takes value 1 over E and 0
everywhere else. We will sometimes use constants to represent constant functions. For any two
real-valued functions g and g1 defined over the same domain D, we write g ď g1 if for any x P D,
gpxq ď g1pxq. For any topological vector space X, we denote by X˚ the topological dual of X,
which is the set of all continuous linear functions over X.
Theorem 9 (dual of BpΩ,Σq [Hil34]). BpΩ,Σq˚ can be identified with bapΩ,Σq by defining for any
h P BpΩ,Σq and any µ P bapΩ,Σq
〈h, µ〉
△
“
ż
Ω
hdµ.
Definition 10 (general convex conjugacy [Roc68]). Let pE,E1q be a pair of real vector spaces,
〈x, x1〉 be a real bilinear function of x P E and x1 P E1, and F : E Ñ p´8,8s be a proper convex
function, then we can define on E1 the conjugate of F , denoted by F˚, as
F˚px˚q
△
“ sup
xPE
〈
x, x1
〉
´ Fpxq,
and define on X the conjugate of F˚, denoted by F˚˚, as
F˚˚pxq
△
“ sup
x1PE1
〈
x, x1
〉
´ F˚pxq;
if only F is specified, then it is assumed that E is the domain of F and E1 is E˚, and the bilinear
function is given by 〈x, x˚〉
△
“ x˚pxq for x P E and x˚ P E˚.
Theorem 11 (Fenchel-Moreau, [Zal02] Theorem 2.3.3). If E is a Hausdorff locally convex space,
and F is a proper lower semi-continuous convex function on E, then F “ F˚˚.
Fact 12. R with the usual topology is a Hausdorff locally convex space.
Proof. The usual topology on R can be induced by the usual norm on R and a normed space is a
Hausdorff locally convex space.
Fact 13. BpΩ,Σq is a Hausdorff locally convex space.
Proof. The topology on BpΩ,Σq is induced from the uniform norm and a normed space is a Haus-
dorff locally convex space.
Fact 14. f is a proper lower semi-continuous convex function.
Proof. Recall that by assumption f is a lower semi-continuous convex function. To see f is also
proper, note that by assumption fp1q “ 0, therefore f is a lower semi-continuous convex function
that takes finite value at some point, hence also a proper function.
Fact 15. f˚ is a proper lower semi-continuous convex function.
Proof. Note that R˚ “ R, and the weak* topology on R˚ is the same as the usual topology.
Therefore f˚ is a lower semi-continuous convex function ([Zal02] Theorem 2.3.1). f˚ is proper
because f is proper.
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Fact 16. f˚˚ “ f .
Proof. According to Fact 12 and Fact 14, f is a proper lower semi-continuous convex function on
a Hausdorff locally convex space, therefore by Theorem 11, we have f˚˚ “ f .
Fact 17. f˚ is non-decreasing.
Proof. This is because by assumption fpxq “ 8 for any x ă 0, and then by Fact 16, f˚˚pxq “ 8
for any x ă 0. This means f˚ is non-decreasing.
Fact 18. suptPR t´ f
˚ptq “ 0.
Proof. This is because by assumption fp1q “ 0, and then by Fact 16, f˚˚p1q “ 0. Therefore by the
definition of f˚˚, we have suptPR t ¨ 1´ f
˚ptq “ 0.
We will need the following definition and result from [Roc68], which we note to be simplied
because in our case Q is a probability measure (instead of a σ-finite measure in their case) and we
only consider real-valued functions (instead of vector-valued function in their case).
Definition 19 (decomposable , [Roc68] simplified). We say a set of real-valued measurable func-
tions over pΩ,Σq is decomposable if
(a) L Ě BpΩ,Σq;
(b) for any u P L and E P Σ, u ¨ 1E P L.
Theorem 20 ([Roc68], corollary of Theorem 2, simplified). Let Q P PcpΩ,Σq. Suppose L and
L1 are decomposable and for any u P L and u1 P L1 the function u ¨ u1 is integrable w.r.t. Q,
g : RÑ p´8,8s is a lower semi-continuous proper convex function, then for any u1 P L1ż
Ω
g˚pu1q dQ “ sup
uPL
ż
Ω
u ¨ u1 dQ´
ż
Ω
gpuq dQ
B Proof of Theorem 8
Note that by the Radon-Nikodym theoremm ([Fol99] Theorem 3.8), for each bounded and countably
additive signed measure on pΩ,Σq that is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Q, there is an element in
L1pQq, denoted by dP
dQ
(the Radon-Nikodym derivative), such that
dP “
dP
dQ
dQ. (12)
Therefore,
sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP rhs ´ EQrf
˚phqs
paq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
ż
Ω
h ¨
dP
dQ
dQ´
ż
Ω
f˚phq dQ
pbq
“
ż
Ω
f˚˚
ˆ
dP
dQ
˙
dQ.
Here (a) is from (12). To see why (b) holds, note that BpΩ,Σq and L1pQqq are decomposable spaces
(as defined in Definition 19) such that for any u P BpΩ,Σq and u1 P L1pQq, the function u ¨ u1 is
integrable w.r.t. Q, f˚ is lower semi-continuous proper convex function by Fact 15, and f˚˚ “ f
by Fact 16; therefore we can apply Theorem 20 and get the equality.
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C Proof of Theorem 3
Define the functional R : BpΩ,Σq Ñ r´8,8s to be
Rphq
△
“ inf
bPR
EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ b. (13)
We first show some properties related to R.
Lemma 21. If E P Σ and QpEq “ 0, then for any h P BpΩ,Σq, Rph ¨ 1ΩzEq “ Rphq.
Proof. Observe that
Rph ¨ 1ΩzEq “ inf
bPR
EQ
“
f˚
`
h ¨ 1ΩzE ` b
˘‰
´ b
paq
“ inf
bPR
ż
ΩzE
f˚
`
h ¨ 1ΩzE ` b
˘
dQ´ b
“ inf
bPR
ż
ΩzE
f˚ ph` bq dQ´ b
pbq
“ inf
bPR
EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ b
“ Rphq,
where (a) and (b) are because QpEq “ 0.
Lemma 22. The function h ÞÑ EQrf
˚phqs defined on BpΩ,Σq is lower semi-continuous.
Proof. Note that BpΩ,Σq is a decomposable space (as defined in Definition 19), and for any u, u1 P
BpΩ,Σq, the function u ¨ u1 is integrable w.r.t. Q, and f is lower semi-continuous proper convex
function by Fact 14, then according to Theorem 20,
EQrf
˚phqs “ sup
uPBpΩ,Σq
ż
Ω
u ¨ hdQ´
ż
Ω
fpuq dQ. (14)
Note that for each u P BpΩ,Σq, the function h ÞÑ
ş
Ω
u ¨ hdQ defined on BpΩ,Σq is a continuous
linear function, therefore the r.h.s. of (14) is the supremum of linear continuous functions, hence a
lower semi-continuous function.
Lemma 23. For any h P BpΩ,Σq, c P R, sequence tcnu in R, sequence thnu in BpΩ,Σq, sequence
tbnu in R, if hn Ñ h, cn Ñ c, and EQrf
˚phn`bnqs´bn ď cn for every n, then tbnu has a convergent
subsequence whose limit point b˚ satisfies
EQrf
˚ph` b˚qs ´ b˚ ď c.
Proof. We first prove that the sequence tbnu is bounded. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose
tbnu is not bounded, since hn Ñ h and h P BpΩ,Σq, we have that for any t ą 0, there exists nt
such that
|hnt ` bnt| ě t. (15)
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However, by assumpition f is finite in a neighbourhood of 1, along with Fact 16, this implies that
f˚pxq ´ xÑ8 as |x| Ñ 8. Therefore we have
EQ rf
˚phnt ` bntq ´ phnt ` bntqs Ñ 8 as tÑ8.
Because hn Ñ h and h P BpΩ,Σq, we have that hnt is bounded for t ą 0, therefore
EQ rf
˚phnt ` bntq ´ bnts Ñ 8 as tÑ8,
which contradicts the assumption that EQrf
˚phn ` bnqs ´ bn ď cn for every n because cn Ñ c.
Now by Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, the bounded sequence tbnu has a convergent subsequence
tbinu, whose limit point we denote by b
˚. Let ǫ ą 0 be any positive real number, we will show that
EQrf
˚ph` b˚qs ď c` b˚ ` ǫ.
Because by assumption bin Ñ b
˚ and cin Ñ c and EQrf
˚phin ` binqs´ bin ď cin for every n, we have
that for n large enough
EQ rf
˚ phin ` binqs ď c` b
˚ ` ǫ.
Lemma 22 says that the function h ÞÑ EQ rf
˚ phqs is lower semi-continuous, since hin`bin Ñ h`b
˚,
this implies that
EQ rf
˚ ph` b˚qs ď c` b˚ ` ǫ.
Because we can choose ǫ to be arbitrarily small, we can conclude that
EQrf
˚ph` b˚qs ď c` b˚.
Lemma 24. The infimum in the definition of R as in (13) can be attained.
Proof. Let t “ infbPR EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ b. We need to show that there exists b˚ such that ǫn Ñ 0
and
EQ rf
˚ ph` b˚qs ´ b˚ “ t.
By the definition of infimum, there exists a sequence tǫnu in R and a sequence tbnu in R such that
EQ rf
˚ ph` bnqs ´ bn ď t` ǫn
Applying Lemma 23, where cn “ t` ǫn, c “ t, and hn “ h, we have that there exists a subsequence
of tbnu whose limit point b
˚ satisfies
EQ rf
˚ ph` b˚qs ´ b˚ ď t.
Therefore the infimum in the definition of R is attained at b˚.
Lemma 25. The functional R has the following properties
pR1q R is lower semi-continuous,
pR2q R is convex,
pR3q For any h, h1 P BpΩ,Σq, if h ď h1, then Rphq ď Rph1q.
pR4q If C P BpΩ,Σq is a constant function, then RpCq “ C.
Proof. We will prove (R1)-(R4) separately:
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Proof of (R1). We need to show that for any t P R, h P BpΩ,Σ), and any sequence thnu in
BpΩ,Σq such that hn Ñ h and infbPR EQ rf
˚ phn ` bqs ´ b ď t for any n, we have that
inf
bPR
EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ b ď t. (16)
Lemma 24 guarantees that there exists a sequence tǫnu in R and a seqeunce tbnu in R such that
for any n,
EQ rf
˚ phn ` bnqs ´ bn ď t` ǫn.
Applying Lemma 23, where cn “ t` ǫn, c “ t, we have that there exists b
˚ P R such that
EQ rf
˚ ph` b˚qs ´ b˚ ď t,
which will imply (16).
Proof of (R2). For any λ P p0, 1q, λ1 “ 1´ λ, h, h1 P BpΩ,Σq, we need to show that
inf
bPR
EQ
“
f˚
`
λh` λ1h1 ` b
˘‰
´ b ď λ inf
bPR
pEQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ bqloooooooooooooomoooooooooooooon
paq
`λ1 inf
bPR
pEQ
“
f˚
`
h1 ` b
˘‰
´ bqlooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
pbq
. (17)
If either (a) or (b) is infinite, then (17) is trivially true; therefore we assume both of them to be
finite. In this case, for any ǫ ą 0, there exists b1 and b2 such that
EQ rf
˚ ph` b1qs ´ b1 ď inf
bPR
pEQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ bq ` ǫ (18)
and
EQ
“
f˚
`
h1 ` b2
˘‰
´ b2 ď inf
bPR
pEQ
“
f˚
`
h1 ` b
˘‰
´ bq ` ǫ. (19)
We can see that
inf
bPR
EQ
“
f˚
`
λh` λ1h1 ` b
˘‰
´ b ď EQ
“
f˚
`
λh` λ1h1 ` λb1 ` λ
1b2
˘‰
´ λb1 ´ λ
1b2
paq
ď EQ
“
λf˚ ph` λb1q ` λ
1f˚
`
h1 ` λb2
˘‰
´ λb1 ´ λ
1b2
“ λ
`
EQ rf
˚ ph` λb1q ´ b1q ` λ
1
`
f˚
`
h1 ` λb2
˘‰
´ b2
˘
ď λ inf
bPR
pEQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ bq ` λ1 inf
bPR
`
EQ
“
f˚
`
h1 ` b
˘‰
´ b
˘
` ǫ
where (a) is due to the convexity of f˚, and (b) is due to (18) and (19). Since ǫ can be made
arbitrarily small, we have that (17) is true.
Proof of (R3). For any h, h1 P BpΩ,Σq such that h ď h1, we have
Rphq “ inf
bPR
EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ b
paq
ď inf
bPR
EQ
“
f˚
`
h1 ` b
˘‰
´ b “ Rph1q,
where (a) is from Fact 17.
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Proof of (R4). Note that
RpCq “ inf
bPR
EQ rf
˚ pC ` bqs ´ b
“ inf
bPR
f˚ pC ` bq ´ pC ` bq ` C
“ inf
tPR
pf˚ ptq ´ tq ` C (20)
paq
“ C,
where (a) is from Fact 18.
Returning to our main proof, from (R1) and (R2), R is a lower semi-continuous convex function
over BpΩ,Σq. (R4) implies that Rp0q “ 0, therefore R is finite at some point. Now we know that
R is a lower semi-continuous convex function that is finite at some point, therefore R is a proper
lower semi-continuous convex function. According to Theorem 9, the conjugate of R can be defined
on bapΩ,Σq, written as
R˚pµq “ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
ż
Ω
hdµ ´Rphq.
Therefore from Fact 13 and Theorem 11 we can conclude that for any h P BpΩ,Σq,
Rphq “ R˚˚phq “ sup
P 1PbapΩ,Σq
EP 1 rXs ´R
˚
`
P 1
˘
. (21)
We will need the following lemma regarding R˚.
Lemma 26. For any P 1 P bapΩ,Σq,
R˚
`
P 1
˘
“
#
D¯f pP
1||Qq, if P 1 P PpΩ,Σq and P 1 ! Q,
8, otherwise.
Proof. For any P 1 P bapΩ,Σq, there are four possibilities:
Case 1. If P 1 is such that there exists E P Σ with P 1pEq ă 0, then for any k ą 0,
R˚
`
P 1
˘
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´Rphq
ě EP 1 r´k ¨ 1Es ´Rp´k ¨ 1Eq
paq
ě ´k ¨ P 1pEq ´Rp0q
pbq
“ ´k ¨ P 1pEq
Ñ 8 as k Ñ8,
Here (a) is due to (R3) since ´k ¨ 1E ď 0, and (b) is due to (R4) with C “ 0.
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Case 2. If P 1 is nonnegative and P 1 ­! Q, then there exists E P Σ such that P 1pEq ą 0 and
QpEq “ 0, and for any k ą 0,
R˚
`
P 1
˘
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´Rphq
ě EP 1 rk ¨ 1Es ´Rpk ¨ 1Eq
paq
“ k ¨ P 1pEq ´Rp0q
pbq
“ k ¨ P 1pEq
Ñ 8 as k Ñ8,
where (a) is from Lemma 21 and (b) is due to (R4) with C “ 0.
Case 3. If P 1 is non-negative, P 1 ! Q, and P 1pΩq ‰ 1, then for any k P R,
R˚
`
P 1
˘
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´Rphq
ě EP 1 rks ´Rpkq
paq
“ kEP 1r1s ´ k
Ñ8 either as k Ñ8 or as k Ñ ´8,
where (a) is due to (R4).
Case 4. If P 1 P PpΩ,Σq and P 1 ! PpΩ,Σq, then
R˚
`
P 1
˘
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´Rphq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P 1 rhpxqs ´ inf
bPR
pEQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ´ bq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ` sup
bPR
p´EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs ` bq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
sup
bPR
EP 1 rh` bs ´ EQ rf
˚ ph` bqs
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´ EQ rf
˚ phqs
paq
“ D¯f pP
1||Qq.
Therefore, for any h P BpΩ,Σq,
Rphq
paq
“ sup
P 1PbapΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´R
˚pP 1q
pbq
“ sup
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
EP 1 rhs ´ D¯f pP
1||Qq, (22)
where (a) is due to (21) and (b) is due to Lemma 26.
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Therefore,
Df,λpP ||Qq “ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
Ex„P rhpxqs ´ Ex„Qrf
˚phpxqqs ´ λphq (23)
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq,bPR
pEx„P rhpxq ` bs ´ Ex„Q rf
˚ phpxq ` bqs ´ λph` bqq
paq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq,bPR
pEx„P rhpxqs ` b´ Ex„Q rf
˚ phpxq ` bqs ´ λphqq
pbq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
pEP rhs ´Rphq ´ λphqq
pcq
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
˜
EP rhs ´ sup
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
`
EP 1 rhs ´ D¯f pP
1||Qq
˘
´ λphq
¸
“ sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs ´ λphq ` D¯f pP
1||Qq
pdq
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
sup
hPBpΩ,Σq
EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs ´ λphq ` D¯f pP
1||Qq
peq
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
λ˚pP ´ P 1q ` D¯f pP
1||Qq
pfq
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
P 1!Q
λ˚pP ´ P 1q ` D¯f pP
1||Qq,
where (a) is because by assumption λ is shift invariant and the constant b can be moved out
of the expectation; (b) is due to the definition of R in (13); (c) is due to (22); (d) is due to
Lemma 27 below; (e) is by the definition of convex conjugate; and (f) is because we have shown
that Df pP
1||Qq “ R˚pP 1q and R˚pP 1q is infinite when P 1 ­! Q.
Lemma 27. Define F : PpΩ,Σq ˆBpΩ,Σq Ñ p´8,8s to be
F
`
P 1, h
˘ △
“ EP rhs ´ EP 1rhs ´ λphq ` D¯f pP
1||Qq.
Then,
sup
hPH
inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
F
`
P 1, h
˘
“ inf
P 1PPpΩ,Σq
sup
hPH
F
`
P 1, h
˘
. (24)
Proof. Here we will use Ky Fan’s minimax theorem ([Fan53], theorem 2), which says that (24) is
true as long as we can equip PpΩ,Σq with certain topology such that
(a) BpΩ,Σq and PpΩ,Σq are convex.
(b) PpΩ,Σq is compact.
(c) F is convex and lower semi-continuous on P 1.
(d) F is concave h.
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We will first show what topology on PpΩ,Σq we will use. Since PpΩ,Σq Ď bapΩ,Σq, according
to Theorem 9, we can equip PpΩ,Σq with the weak* topology induced by BpΩ,Σq. Henceforth
when talking about (semi-)continuity and compactness, they are all with respect to this weak*
topology.
We can see that (a) is obviously true and (d) is true because by assumption λ is convex. It
remains to check conditions (b) and (c).
Condition (b). According to the Banach-Alaoglu theorem, the set
P¯
△
“ tP : P P bapΩ,Σq, P pΩq ď 1u
is compact and PpΩ,Σq Ď P¯ . It suffices to show that PpΩ,Σq is a closed subset of P¯ . In fact, we
have that
PpΩ,Σq “
˜č
UPΣ
 
P P P¯ : EP 1r1U s ě 0
(¸
X
 
P P P¯ : EP 1r1s “ 1
(
.
Because both the function 1 and the functions 1U are in BpΩ,Σq, we can see that PpΩ,Σq is the
intersection of the preimages of closed sets under continuous functions, therefore is also closed.
Condition (c). For any h P H, the function P 1 ÞÑ EP 1rhs is a linear and continuous function;
and the function P 1 ÞÑ D¯f pP
1||Qq is convex and lower semi-continuous because according to its
definition it is a supremum over a set of linear and continuous functions of P 1. Therefore, F is
convex and lower semi-continuous on P 1.
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